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“Identifying descriptions of same entity in one or multiple data sources”
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Standard Representations Countries

- ISO3166-1 alpha-2: US, BE, AT, ...
- ISO3166-1 alpha-3: USA, BEL, AUT, ...
- Standard Names: United States, Belgium, Austria, ...
- Standard Local Names: United States, Belgique, Österreich, ...
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- Whois data set for .com – Interested in “Registrant Country”
- 115M records; 80,000 unique values!

Fields indicating registrant country (may or may not be empty)

- Registrant Country
- Registrant Country Code
- Registrant Phone Number

Example

- Czech
- +420-2-2143-5111
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Country Name</th>
<th>Country Code</th>
<th>Calling Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Build the Graph – Schema
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[Diagram showing connections between United States and Czech Republic with country codes and ID numbers.]
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Country Name: -
Country Code: -
Calling Code: +420
Do We Need Graph for This Example?
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**BUT** that’s not always the case
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• **Problem:** find all paths of length $k$ in a graph

• **One Solution** (using message passing):
  
  • $k$ iterations
  
  • Iteration 1:
    
    • Each node broadcasts its ID as a message
    
    • Each node receives messages and append its own ID to the end of each message ($\text{msg}_{\text{mod}}$)
  
  • Iteration $i$ ($1 < i \leq k$):
    
    • Each node broadcasts its $\text{msg}_{\text{mod}}$
    
    • Each node receives messages and append its ID to the end of each message ($\text{msg}_{\text{mod}}$)
Graph Traversal – GraphX

Function for calculating the messages

```scala
def calcMsg(triplet: EdgeTriplet[List[(List[Long], Double)], Double]) : List[(List[Long], Double)] = {
  return (triplet.srcAttr).map(l => (l._1++List(triplet.srcId), math.min(triplet.attr, l._2)))
}
```

Message passing

```scala
val newGraph = graph.pregel[List[(List[Long], Double)], (List[Long], Double)]((List[Long](), 10000.0), 3)(
  (id, vd, msg) => (vd++msg).distinct.filter(l => (l._1 :: id).length == (l._1 :: id).distinct.length), //receive messages
  triplet => { Iterator((triplet.dstId, calcMsg(triplet))) }, //compute messages
  (a, b) => a++b //combine messages
)
```
Results

- Building graph nodes and edges are done using Map-Reduce in Spark
- The graph is built and traversed using GraphX
- Over 100M nodes and over 200M edges
- 80,000 unique values were reduced to 247
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• This framework is being used for other applications including malicious actor tracking